
STEWARD'S REPORT

Sandown Park
Thursday, 14 Dec 2017

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: P Searle

Stewards: I Kennedy & L Fahry & A Curry & H Montgomery

Judges: P Ryan & I Uren

Lure Drivers: T Adamsom

Starter: G Johnson

Kennel Supervisor: W Louison

Kennel Attendants: C Johnson & B Cooper & P Skerrett

Veterinarian: Dr Nagaich

Race 1
LAUNCHING PAD TIX ON SALE

7:06 pm
515m

Mixed 6/7

Dyna Xervo and Dyna Terror were slow to begin.

Nicky Neo and Why Not Macca collided soon after the start and again approaching the first turn.  Zipping
Nancy and Dyna Xervo collided on the first turn.  Why Not Macca checked off Dyna Xervo on the second
turn.  Nicky Neo checked off Why Not Macca entering the back straight.  Shady Buck and Dyna Terror
collided in the back straight.  Why Not Macca contacted the running rail and lost ground as a result.  Dyna
Terror checked off Shady Buck on the third turn.  Zipping Nancy and New Lass collided approaching the
home turn.  New Lass and Shady Buck collided on the home turn checking Dyna Terror.  Dyna Xervo and
Dyna Terror collided on the home turn.  

Why Not Macca was vetted following the event.  It was reported that ther was no apparent injury found.

A sample was taken from Slingshot Blitz - winner of the event.

Race 2
METRO EXPRESS

7:25 pm
515m

Grade 5

Flying Cash was quick to begin.

Rapanui reveller and Why Not Ginger collided soon after the start.  Naughty Cazza and Loch Tight collided
soon after the start.  Why Not Ginger, Cosmic Nosey, Naughty Cazza and Loch Tight collided approaching
the first turn checking Cosmic Nosey.  Naughty Cazza and Loch Tight collided on the first turn.  Why Not
Ginger contacted the running rail on the first turn and collided with Cosmic Nosey.  Rapauni Reveller and
Brooklyn Skye collided on the second turn and again in the back straight.  Cosmic Nosey checked off Why
Not Ginger in the back straight.  Naughty Cazza checked off Flying Cash on the third turn.  Why Not Ginger
checked off Loch Tight on the home turn. 

Why Not Ginger was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

It was noted on pulling up in the catching pen that the muzzle of Why Not Ginger was partially dislodged.

A sample was taken from Rapauni Reveller - winner of the event.

 

 

Race 3
THE LILYDALE BOYS

7:43 pm
595m

Grade 5

Neo Cleo was quick to begin.

Oshkosh Erny Vee and Eddie Eagle collided on the first turn.  Diamond On Fire and Iris Allen collided
approaching the second turn.  Vis Vitae and Light The Track collided approaching the second turn.  Light
The Track checked off Iris Allen on the second turn.  Oshkosh Erny Vee checked off Vis Vitae in the back
straight.  Light The Track checked off Oshkosh Erny Vee in the back straight.  Sports Knight faded in the
home straight.  Sports Knight shifted out and collided with Light The Track in the home straight.

Eddie Eagle was vetted and re-vetted following event 7.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left
deltoid, left trapezius and left back muscle injuries, a 21 day stand down period was imposed.

Light The Track was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right fore
toe injury, a 7 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Neo Cleo - winner of the event.

 

Race 4
GRV VIC BRED SERIES (1-4 WINS)

FINAL
8:07 pm
515m

Restricted Win Final

Small Rose, Hasten Slowly, Tritt Tritt and Pandaken were slow to begin.

Small Rose collided several times soon after the start.  Hasten Slowly crossed to the rail soon after the
start.  Chief's Sidekick and Shady tex collided soon after the start.  Dr. Tracey and Tritt Tritt collided on the
first turn causing Dr. Tracey to stumble.  Small Rose and Pandaken collided on the first turn.  Dr. Tracey and
Pandaken collided on the second turn.  Chief's Sidekick and Hasten Slowly collided on the third turn. 
Chief's Sidekick and Shady Tex collided approaching the home turn.  Chief's Sidekick and Tritt Tritt collided
approaching the home turn.  Shady Tex and Tritt Tritt collided several times approaching the home turn. 



Bella's Ghost and Chief's Sidekick collided on the home turn.  Dr. Tracey faded in the home straight.

Dr. Tracey was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

A sample was taken from Hasten Slowly - winner of the event.

Race 5
BANARAS CONSTRUCTION

8:25 pm
515m

Grade 5

An Out of Competition Sample was taken on 11 December 2017 from Tigerlong Cruz, engaged in this
event, pursuant to GAR 79A.

Immen Bale and Magenta Gold were slow to begin.

Tiggerlong Cruz and McNeo collided several times soon after the start.  Immen Bale crossed to the rail
soon after the start.  Tiggerlong Cruz and Oronsay collided on the first turn.  McNeo and Immen Bale
collided several times from the first turn to the second turn checking Magenta Gold.   Traveller's Joy raced
wide on the second turn.  Tiggerlong Cruz checked off Oronsay in the back straight.  Traveller's Joy and
Magenta Gold collided on the third turn.  McNeo checked off Immen Bale on the home turn and contacted
the running rail as a result.

McNeo was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left hind spike
wound, no stand down period was imposed.  

Traveller's Joy was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left and right
deltoid injuries, a 7 day stand down was imposed.

A sample was taken from Not Available - winner of the event.

Race 6
LAURELS FINAL

8:49 pm
515m

S/E Group 2

An Out of Competition Sample was taken on 11 December 2017 from Zoom Out, engaged in this
event, pursuant to GAR 79A.

Slingshot Gypsy was quick to begin.  Dr. Mino, Blue Sky Riot and Zoom Out were slow to begin.  Blue Sky
Riot and Zoom Out collided soon after the start.  Nymphadora Tonks and Rockstar Stratus collided on the
first turn.  Rockstar Stratus and Miss Judge collided several times on the first turn.  Nymphadora Tonks,
Rockstar Stratus, Miss judge and Wharfies Girl collided approaching the second turn.  Dr. Mino and Blue
Sky Riot collided approaching the second turn.  Dr. Mino railed through the second turn.  Rockstart Stratus
checked off Miss Judge on the second turn.  Blue Sky Riot checked off Nymphadora Tonks on the second
turn and collided with Miss Judge.  Nymphadora Tonks and Dr. Mino collided on the second turn. 
Nymphadora tonks and Rockstar Stratus collided on the third turn.  Rockstrar Stratus checked off
Nymphadora Tonks on the third turn and collided with Blue Sky Riot, checking Rockstar Stratus and Blue
Sky Riot.  Rockstar Stratus faded on the home turn.

Rockstar Stratus was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Samples were taken from placegetters - Dr. Mino (1st), Zoom Out (2nd) and Slingshot Gypsy (3rd).

Stewards spoke to trainer Mrs Brooke Ennis of Rockstar Stratus who finished eighth and gave ground in
the concluding stages of this race. Mrs Ennis and Stewards agreed in principle that the volume and level of
interference that Rockstar Stratus incurred in the run, explained the race favourites finishing position.

Race 7
SCOTT WILLIAMS STAKES

9:10 pm
595m

Mixed 4/5

John John Lava was slow to begin.

Paraphernalia, Loch Freddie and Ving Bale collided on the first turn.  John John Lava, Loch Freddie and
Oshkosh Expert collided on the second turn.  Paraphernalia and Blackjack Neo collided on the second
turn.  Blossom Belle shifted out in the back straight and collided with Poppy Pete and Blackjack Neo. 
Paraphernalia checked off Blossom Belle on the third turn.  Poppy Pete checked off Blackjack Neo on the
third turn.  Ving Bale checked off John John Lava on the third turn.  Blossom Belle and Blackjack Neo
collided approaching the home turn.  John John Lava checked off Blackjack Neo on the home turn.  Loch
Freddie and Ving Bale collided on the home turn.  Blossom Belle and Blackjack Neo raced tightly and
collided several times in the home straight.

Blossom Belle was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left deltoid
injury, a 5 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from John John Lava - winner of the event.

Trainer Mrs J. Greenough was queried about the racing manners and pattern of Blossom Belle in both the
back and home straights of this race. Mrs Greenough advised that Blossom Belle does tend to drift up the
track when racing through the back straight, has a flat spot mid-race and that Blackjack Neo came down
marginally and crowded her on the home turn which saw those greyhounds' race tightly and collide several
times for the duration of the home straight, causing them both to concede ground in the concluding stages.
The explanation was accepted and noted.

 

Race 8
TAB MULTIPLIER

9:28 pm
515m

Free For All

Black Mumbo, Angel Dash and Hurunui Jack were quick to begin.  Petadale was slow to begin.

Noaki Colour and Hecton Bale collided soon after the start.  Angel Dash, Hurunui Jack and Ando's Mac
collided on the first turn.  Petadale checked off Ando's Mac on the first turn.  Noaki Colour and Hecton Bale
collided on the first turn.  Hurunui Jack and Ando's Mac collided on the second turn.  Hecton Bale checked
off Noaki Colour on the second turn and again on the home turn.

A sample was taken from Black Mumbo - winner of the event.

Race 9
RSN927 - RACING & SPORT

Beanbag was slow to begin.

Dyna Wazza crossed in soon after the start and collided with True Talent and Beanbag, Beanbag was



9:52 pm
515m

Grade 5

severely checked as a result.  Dyna Wazza checked off Dyna Carnie on the first turn.  Zipping Maisy,
Manifold and He Shall Johnny collided on the second turn checking Dyna Wazza.  He Shall Johnny
checked off Manifold in the back straight checking He Shall Johnny.  Manifold and Dyna Wazza collide on
the third turn.  

A sample was taken from Dyna Carnie - winner of the event.

Race 10
GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM

10:14 pm
515m

Grade 5

An Out of Competition Sample was taken on 11 December 2017 from Loch Mac, engaged in this
event, pursuant to GAR 79A.

Loch Mac and Manzeene Magic were slow to begin.

Loch Mac checked off Scorching Fella soon after the start.  Mars Rising and Scorching Fella collided
approaching the first turn.  Loch Mac checked off Over Indulgence on the third turn.  Scorching Fella and
Newfire Drewie entering the back straight.  Mars Rising checking Cain Hoy in the back straight.  Loch Mac
and Manzeene Magic collided approaching the home turn.  Over Indulgence and Loch Mac in the home
straight.

A sample was taken from Joe's Dolly - winner of the event.

Race 11
FOLLOW US @sandowndogs

10:32 pm
515m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Myrniong Corner.

Too The Nail crossed to the inside soon after the start and collided with Myrniong Corner, Navajo Bear and
Destini Seahorse.  Dyna Chancer, Destini Seahorse and Navajo Bear collided soon after the start.  Miss
Dee Meadows and Rainbow Ruby collided on the first turn.  Myrniong Corner checked off Rainbow Ruby
on the first turn checking Navajo Bear.  Myrniong Corner and Navajo Bear collided entering the back
straight.  Miss Dee Meadows checked off Dyna Chancer in the back straight.  Too The Nail and Dyna
Chancer collided approaching the third turn checking Too The Nail.  Destini Seahorse checked off Navajo
Bear on the home turn.  Too The Nail faded approaching the home turn and further, in the home straight.  

Too The Nail was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right hind
spike wound, no stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mrs K. Bravo, the kennel representative of Too The Nail about the performance of Too
The Nail in the later stages of this event. After deliberation, the Stewards deemed the performance of Too
The Nail unsatisfactory in this event and acting in accordance with GAR 71, Stewards directed that Too The
Nail must perform a Satisfactory Trial (all tracks) before any future nomination will be accepted.

A sample was taken from Dyna Chancer - winner of the event.

Race 12
sandowngreyhounds.com.au

10:56 pm
515m

Grade 5

Telarah Flash was a late scratching at 10.45pm on the advice of the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon due
to illness. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

King Colt was slow to begin.

Our Mate Wilson and King Colt collided soon after the start and again on the first turn.  West On Xandi and
Glenda Kingy collided on the first turn.  Dyna Nina and Shanlyn Percy collided on the first turn.  Glenda
Kingy and Dyna Nina collided entering the back straight.  Glenda Kingy checked off Dyna Nina on the third
turn.  Shanlyn Percy checked off King Colt in the home straight.  Allen Kev faded approaching the home
turn and tailed off in the home straight.

Allen Kev was vetted and re-vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained left
and right deltoids soreness, left and right trapezius soreness and cramping in the shoulder muscles, a 10
day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mr Mark Delbridge, the trainer of the greyhound Allen Kev, about the performance of
Allen Kev in the second half of this event. Acting in accordance with GAR 71 (Cramp), Stewards directed
that Allen Kev must perform a Satisfactory Trial before any future nomination will be accepted.

A sample was taken from Dyna Nina - winner of the event.

 

 




